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Two dimensional numerical simulation of the particle motion and combustion
behavior in the raceway has been done to analyze the gas flow field, pressure
field, temperature field, distribution of gas composition, as well as the effect
of coke mass flow rate and blowing gas temperature on the maximum
temperature in the raceway zone. The results show that the temperature in the
cavity reaches the maximum in the upper part of the cavity region, and the
maximum value is above 3000 K. During the combustion process, the
concentration of O2 decreases, and the concentration of CO increases. The
highest CO content in the gas leaving the raceway zone and entering the coke
bed is about 0.95, while the lowest O2 content is 0.05.
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1. Introduction
COREX is the world’s first commercially established and industrially proven smelting-reduction
process [1,2]. It is a two-stage process that involves pre-reduction in a shaft furnace, followed by final
reduction and separation in a melter gasifier [3-5]. The melter gasifier is the key reactor of COREX
process. Lateral injection of high speed gas into the packed bed in melter gasifier can cause the formation
of granular circulation regions within the bed. These are commonly called ‘raceways’ due to the distinct
shape of the path taken by entrained particles within the bed [6,7]. The raceway zone plays an important
role in the smelting process of the COREX melter gasifier. A series of physical and chemical processes
such as the shape and size of the raceway zone and the combustion reaction of coke determine the
distribution of gas in the melter gasifier and provide a source of heat for the reduction of iron oxide. It
is also an important basis for the smoothness of the furnace. Therefore, the research on the raceway zone
of the corex melter gasifier has important theoretical and practical significance. In the numerical
simulation of coke particles in the blast furnace and pulverized coal injection combustion, most of the
research is carried out in one dimensional simulation and two dimensional simulation. A few researchers
conducted gas-particle two-phase flow in the blast furnace straight blow pipe and the orbit of the
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traditional pulverized coal particles injection gun in the blast furnace tuyere was simulated in three
dimensions.
Guo considered the coke pyrolysis, combustion, gas turbulent chemical reaction and other
processes in the raceway zone [8]. Using CFX, a physical model based on particle orbit was established
and carried out a numerical simulation for the model. Qiu et al. studied the combustion process of
oxygen-coal burner in the raceway before blast furnace tuyere injected into pulverized coal, conducted
a computer simulation for the combustion process of oxygen-coal burners based on different quantity of
pulverized coal and oxygen concentration [9]. Zhang et al. established a three dimensional mathematical
model of turbulent gas-solid two-phase flow and pulverized coal combustion in the raceway zone of the
blast furnace based on the Euler gas phase equation and the Euler particle continuous equation, the
momentum equation and the equation of Lagrange energy and mass change [10]. Zhang et al. used
FLUENT commercial software, through PDF to define fuel composition, gas phase turbulent flow using
standard k-ε model, the particle phase adopts the random orbit model, the differential equation is
discretized by the finite difference method and the SIMPLE algorithm is used for the governing equation
[11]. The pulverized coal combustion simulation was performed on the columnar combustion furnace.
Gu studied the aerodynamic characteristics and pulverized coal combustion process in the blast furnace
tuyere using a three-dimensional steady-state two-phase flow and multi-fluid mathematical model of
chemical reaction based on the Eulerian coordinate system [12]. The two-fluid model was used to
establish the combustion model of pulverized coal in the tuyere. The effects of pulverized coal
combustion characteristics, spray angle and particle diameter on the gas flow field distribution and
combustion characteristics in the tuyere were investigated. Huang et al. used FLUENT software to
determine the boundary of the raceway zone by the double Euler model, and then corrected the boundary
of the raceway zone through the swirling zone and its surrounding combustion simulation [13]. Finally,
the stable boundary was obtained and simulated the gas composition and temperature distribution bases
on this model, and considering the combustion conditions under coal injection process. Shen et al.
established a series CFD models to study the coal combustion in raceway zone [14,15]. Recently, the
coupled CFD-DEM model was also developed to the particles and gas flow in the raceway in blast
furnace [16-20].
Based on the previous work, this paper conducts a two-dimensional steady-state numerical
simulation of the combustion behavior of coke particles in the raceway zone and analyzes the effects of
different physical properties and operating parameters on the temperature field of the raceway zone. In
the simulation process, the component transport equation, the discrete phase model (DPM), k-ε
turbulence models, P1 radiation models and porous media models are mainly adopted.
2. Governing equation
2.1. Basic control equation of fluid phase
2.1.1

Mass conservation equation

The mass conservation equation is also called the continuous equation. Any flow must meet the
law of conservation of mass. The law can be expressed as: the increase of mass in the fluid micro-body
per unit time is equal to the net mass flowing into the micro-element during the same time interval.
According to this law, the mass conservation equation is given by the equation:
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+   (v ) = S m
(1)
t

Where,  is density; t is time; v is the speed vector; S m is the source term of mass and is equal
to zero.
2.1.2

Momentum conservation equation

The momentum conservation equation is also the basic law that must be met by any flow system.
The law can be expressed as: the change rate of the momentum of the fluid in the micro-body to time is
equal to the sum of the forces acting on the micro-body. This law is actually another expression of
Newton's second law. According to this law, the following equation can be obtained.

 
(v ) +   (vv ) =   (gradv ) + S v
t

(2)

Where, S v is the generalized source term of the momentum conservation equation. The
momentum equation of the constant density and normal physical fluid motion is called the Navier-Stokes
equation, also referred to as the N-S equation. The influence of coke porous media has been considered
in this term, the equations are as follows.
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(3)

Energy conservation equation

The energy conservation equation is the basic law that must be met by a flow system containing
heat exchange. The law can be expressed as: the rate of increase of energy in the micro-body is equal to
the net heat flux into the micro-element plus the work done by the volume and surface forces on the
micro-element. This law is the first law of thermodynamics.
The temperature T as a variable for the energy conservation equation can be expressed as follows.


(CPT ) +   (uCPT ) =   (kgradCPT ) + S T
t

(4)

Where, C P is the specific heat capacity; T is temperature; k is heat transfer coefficient of the
fluid; ST is the internal heat source of the fluid and the part of the fluid energy converted into heat due
to viscous action, and is equal to zero.
2.1.4

Component equation

In a particular system, each component must met the law of components mass conservation due
to the multiple chemical components. For a certain system, the conservation law of component mass can
be expressed as: the rate of change of mass of a chemical component in a system to time is equal to the
sum of the net diffusion flux through the system interface and the productivity of the component
produced by the chemical reaction.
According to the law of components mass conservation, the component mass conservation
equation of components S can be obtained is as follows.
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Yi

+   (v Yi ) =   (Di gradYi ) + S i
t

(5)

Where, Yi is the volume concentration of component i; Yi is the mass concentration of
component i; Di is the diffusion coefficient of component i; S i is the mass of component i produced
by a chemical reaction of per unit volume per unit time within the system. The term on the left and right
of the above formulation are time accumulation term, convection term, diffusion term and reaction term
respectively. The sum of the mass conservation equations of the components is the continuous equation
S i = 0 . Therefore, if there is z components, then only z-1 independent
of the system, is
component mass conservation equation.



2.2. Basic control equation of particle phase
2.2.1

Particle balance

dvP
g ( P −  )
= FD (v − vP ) +
+F
dt
P

(6)

Where, F is the additional acceleration term, FD (v − vP ) is the drag of a unit mass of particles,
and

FD =

18 C D Re
 p d P2 24

(7)

Where, v is fluid phase velocity; v P is particle speed;  is the molar viscosity of the fluid; 
is the density of the fluid;  P is the density of the particles; d P is the particle diameter; CD is the drag
coefficient; Re is the relative Reynolds number, which is defined as

Re 
2.2.2

d P v P − v


(8)

Particle surface reaction heat conservation equation

mP c P

dTP
dmP
= hAp (T − TP ) − f h
H reaction + Ap  P ( R4 − TP4 )
dt
dt

(9)

where, mP is particle quality, kg; c P is the specific heat capacity of the particles, J/(kg·K); AP
is particle surface area, m2; T is continuous phase temperature, k; h is convection heat transfer
coefficient, W (m2  K) ;  P is particle emissivity; 1 4  is Steven-Boltzmann constant,
 G 
5.67 10−8 W (m 2  K 4 ) ;  R is radiation temperature, 
 ; H reaction is the heat generated by the
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surface reaction of the particles; f h is the ratio of absorption heat of the particles accounts for the total
reaction heat. When the carbon particle combustion product is CO, it is recommended to be 1.0 and the
CO2 is 0.3.
3. Model establishment and assumptions
The turbulence model and radiation model are k - model and P1 model respectively, the particle
motion and combustion process uses the DPM combustion model and the porous medium model.
The mainly reaction of coke particles in the raceway zone as follows:
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C + O 2 → CO2

(10)

2C + O 2 → 2CO

(11)

C + CO2 → 2CO

(12)

The kinetic constants of the above three reactions are shown in Tab. 1 [5].
Tab. 1 Reaction kinetic constants
Reaction

 E 
K = B exp −

 RT 

Bi (m/s)

Ei (J/mol)

C + O 2 → CO2

1.225  10 3

9.977  10 4

2C + O 2 → 2CO

1.813  10 3

1.089  10 5

C + CO2 → 2CO

7.351  10 3

1.380  10 5

The whole calculation area is divided into a raceway zone cavity and a porous medium zone. As
shown in Fig. 1, the calculation domain is determined according to the cross-sectional dimension of
raceway zone in the COREX melter gasifier, and the whole area is rectangular area for 4.69m 
2.68m.The diameter of the tuyere is 30mm, the depth of the raceway is 1.4m, the height is 1.3m, and the
porosity of the porous medium is 0.4. In this work, the average mesh size is 20 mm in the present
simulation. They are mostly structured meshes. We did the sensitivity study of mesh size with average
size of 80 mm, 60 mm, 40 mm, 20 mm and 10 mm. The difference of depth of the raceway between 40
mm and 20 mm is 3.1% while that between 20 mm and 10 mm is within 0.5%. This suggests that the
mesh size of 20 mm is reasonable and confirms the mesh independence.
In the process of building the model, some simplifications and assumptions have been made to
simplify the processing and reduce the complexity of the model, including the following.
(1) This paper mainly simulate the combustion process of coke particles in the raceway zone. The
shape of the coke particles is assumed to be spherical, and the initial temperature of the coke from the
raceway cavity boundary to the raceway zone with the gas flow is 1800 K.
(2) Only the coke combustion reaction is considered in the raceway zone, and the combustion
product is co, regardless of the endothermic process in which the sponge iron is reduced. The porous
medium region around the raceway region does not consider the carbon dissolution reaction.
(3) The non-elastic collision is adopted between the carbon particle and the boundary of the
raceway. The tangential velocity and the normal velocity are both lost after the collision. The loss is
achieved by assuming a loss coefficient with 0.3.
(4) In the fluent treatment, because the boundary of the raceway region cavity are added coke
particles inconveniently, the coke particles enter into the raceway zone are added through the
circumference along the edge of the raceway zone.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of computational domain
In this simulation, a series of typical working conditions are used to analyze the flow field,
pressure field, temperature and concentration field of the raceway zone. The main operating conditions
and process parameters are shown in Tab. 2.
Tab. 2 Parameters used in modeling
Parameters

Parameter value Unit

Particle diameter

200

μm

Particle flow rate

0.60

kg/s

Particle temperature

1800

K

Oxygen blowing speed

90

m/s

Oxygen temperature

1000

K

Tuyere diameter

30

mm

Coke bed voidage

0.4

-

Operating pressure

3.5-4.0

atm

4. Simulation results analysis
4.1. Analysis of combustion simulation results in the raceway zone
The simulation results and analysis are as follows.
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Fig. 2 Contours of velocity
Fig. 3 Velocity vectors
It can be seen from the contours of velocity that the airflow exhibits a state of swirling motion in
the raceway zone (Fig. 2). First, the airflow is sprayed from the tuyere into the raceway zone cavity. At
this time, the velocity is large and the resistance is small, and the gas moves forward straightly. When
hitting the side wall of the cavity, entering into the area of the coke bed with porosity 0.4, the resistance
increases sharply, but the resistance in the raceway zone cavity is relatively small, so that part of the
airflow passes through the coke bed while the other part of the airflow moves along the boundary of the
raceway cavity within the cavity. A ‘cavity’ appears in the center of the raceway cavity, where the
velocity is almost zero which is agreement with the results of physical experiments. In addition,
combined with the velocity vector diagram (Fig. 3), it can be seen that there is a small circulation in the
lower part of the raceway zone cavity. Because that when the airflow of the tuyere sprays into the
raceway, the airflow will develop to both sides, and the lower layer resistance is large, and the lower
bed has high resistance and it is difficult for the airflow to develop downward. Therefore, the upper
raceway zone is large and the lower raceway zone is small, which is also an important factor in the final
shape of the raceway zone cavity.
The gas flows into the raceway zone cavity and reaction with the coke particles. After the reaction,
the gas develops toward the coke layer. Because the resistance of the coke bed increases, the space also
increases, thus the gas velocity becomes smaller and moves upward along the coke bed finally. It can
be clearly seen in the contours of velocity and velocity vectors.

Fig. 4 Contours of static pressure
Fig. 4 shows a contours of static pressure of the raceway zone and its vicinity. It can be seen from
the figure that the pressure layering is obvious, the pressure is highest along the boundary of the raceway
and its vicinity, and gradually decreases toward the surrounding. The pressure in the boundary region
of the cavity facing the tuyere is the largest, because the gas injected at the tuyere is subjected to great
7

resistance, then the pressure is sharply increased. The obstructed airflow begins to move upward along
the boundary of the raceway. During the upward motion, the airflow also spreads to the area of the coke
bed, thus the pressure slowly decreases, but the pressure at the boundary of the raceway is still greater
than the pressure in the surrounding area.
Along the edge of the raceway toward the inside of the cavity, the pressure value gradually
decreases, and the pressure at the center of the cavity is the lowest. This situation is agreement with the
velocity vectorsFrame
of 001
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raceway,
where the velocity is almost zero. And along the edge of the raceway
Jun 2009  fluent6.2.16
to the outer coke bed area, the pressure value also drops slowly with a certain gradient.
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X map of raceway zone
Fig. 5 Temperature contour

Fig. 5 shows the temperature contour map of raceway zone. It can be seen from the figure that the
temperature at the tuyere is relatively low, and the temperature rises along the direction of the airflow
upward, and the temperature can reach up to 3 000 K above at the upper edge of the raceway zone.
Along the boundary of the raceway to the peripheral coke area, the temperature begins to decrease again.
The temperature of oxygen entering the tuyere is lower. At this time, the oxygen is rapidly injected,
but it has not react with the coke particles, hence the temperature at the tuyere is low. As oxygen enters
the raceway and begins to react with the coke particles to release a large amount of heat, the temperature
of the gas stream begins to rise sharply. Continue along the boundary of the raceway zone, the coke is
completely burned and the temperature is maximized. When the gas flow diffused from the raceway
zone cavity to the coke bed area, the endothermic reaction of C and CO2 in the coke bed was not
considered in this study, but the endothermic and thermal properties of the porous media of the coke
bed were also considered. Thus, as the distance from the raceway increases, the temperature begins to
decrease gradually.
Figs.6 and 7 are O2 and CO volume fraction distribution diagrams respectively. It can be seen
from the O2 and CO volume fraction distribution that the concentration of O2 is the highest at the tuyere,
while the concentration of CO is the lowest. As the tuyere advances further into the raceway zone, the
combustion reaction commences, O2 begins to be consumed, and carbon oxides begin to be produced
(in this paper, the formation of CO is mainly considered). Combination with the temperature diagram,
we can see the temperature starts to rise sharply. As the airflow continues to move upward, the
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temperature reaches the highest value, the volume fraction of CO is getting higher and higher, and the
volume fraction of CO reaches the highest value of above 0.95. At this time, O2 is the lowest value of
0.05.
The coke bed area around the raceway zone that CO is the majority and O2 is the minority,
especially in the upper part of coke bed and in the radial direction of the hearth, the maximum CO can
reach above 0.95, while the O2 is less than 0.05. This is in agreement with the actual situation. Most of
the O2 is consumed in the cavity of the raceway
zone, reacting with the coke particles to produce CO
Frame 001  16 Jun 2009  fluent6.2.16
gas, and when entering the upper region of the coke bed area, CO has an absolute advantage substantially.
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4.2. Influence of particle flow rate on the maximum temperature of raceway zone
The particle flow rate is the total mass of coke particles that are entrained by the blowing gas from
the boundary of the raceway zone per unit time, that is the maximum coke mass that can participate in
the combustion reaction in the raceway zone. The velocity of the blowing gas refers to the velocity of
oxygen injected into the raceway zone from the tuyere.
This section research the effects of particle injection flow rate on the maximum temperature of
the raceway zone under different gas velocity. The blowing gas temperature is set to 1 000 K and the
particle diameter is 100 μm.

Fig. 8 Influence of particle flow rate on Fig. 9 Influence of blowing gas temperature on
maximum temperature in raceway zone
maximum temperature in raceway zone
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Fig.8 shows the effect of particle flow rate on the maximum temperature of the raceway zone
under different oxygen injection rates. It can be seen from the figure that under the condition of a certain
oxygen injection velocity, as the increases of flow rate of coke particles, the maximum temperature in
the raceway zone also increases to 3000 K. The increase in particle flow rate indicates that the more
coke particles are entrapped in the raceway, the more heat is generated by the combustion reaction of
coke and oxygen in the case of sufficient oxygen, and the temperature in the raceway is also increased,
as is the maximum temperature.
Another information shown in the figure is that under the same particle injection flow rate, the
greater the oxygen injection rate, the smaller the maximum temperature at which the particles are burned.
When oxygen enters the cavity and burns, it will absorb a part of the heat. When the particle injection
rate is constant, the generated heat is basically constant. At this time, the more oxygen-enriched air is
blown in, the lower the maximum temperature in the cavity will decrease.
4.3. Effect of the temperature of the blowing gas on the maximum temperature of the raceway
Under the conditions of the blowing gas velocity are 80 m/s, 90 m/s and 100m/s respectively,
particle flow rate of 0.5 kg/s, particle diameter of 100 μm, investigate the influence of wind temperature
on the maximum temperature in the raceway zone, as shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen from the figure
that there is a trend at different wind temperatures: as the increases of temperature of the blowing gas
(wind temperature), the maximum temperature of the raceway zone rises. In the case where the flow
rate of the coke particles are determined. The amount of heat generated is determined. The temperature
of the oxygen entering the raceway zone from the tuyere is lower than the temperature of the cavity.
After the gas enters, a part of the sensible heat is absorbed to reach the average temperature of the
raceway zone. Therefore, the higher the wind temperature, the more heat is brought into the raceway
zone, and the more total heat is in the raceway zone, therefore the higher the temperature in the raceway
zone, the higher the maximum temperature.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the DPM model, P1 model, and porous medium boundary conditions and so on are
used to simulate the combustion of coke particles in the raceway zone. The flow field, pressure field,
temperature field and concentration distribution of each component in the raceway zone were analyzed.
The influence of coke particle flow rate and blowing gas temperature on the maximum temperature in
the raceway zone was discussed. The main results are as follows.
(1) The airflow in the raceway zone rotates and flows in the cavity along the boundary of the
raceway zone, and the center of the cavity of the raceway zone presents a circular area with a relatively
static airflow velocity.
(2) In the raceway area, the pressure value in the sidewall area directly opposite the direction of
the air flow is the largest, and gradually decreases along the direction of the air flow, while the pressure
value in the central area of the cavity is the smallest.
(3) The temperature in the cavity becomes larger and larger with the combustion of coke after the
oxygen enters, and finally reaches the maximum in the upper part of the cavity region, and the maximum
value is above 3 000 K.
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(4) During the combustion process, the concentration of O2 decreases, and the concentration of
CO increases. The highest CO content in the gas leaving the raceway zone and entering the coke bed is
about 0.95, while the lowest O2 content is 0.05.
(5) The higher the rate of coke particle flow into the cavity from the boundary around the raceway
zone, the higher the maximum temperature in the raceway zone. The higher the temperature of the tuyere
blowing gas, the higher the maximum temperature of the raceway zone.
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Nomenclature
Ap –particle surface are, [m2]
Cp –specific heat capatity, [Jkg-1℃-1]
Hreaction –heat generated by the surface reaction, [J]
fh –the ratio of absorption heat of the particle, [-]
Re –Reynolds number, [-]
v –velocity, [ms-1]
Greek symbols
ρ –density of fluid, [kgm-3]
εp –void, [-]
θ –radiation temperature, [K]

CD –drag coefficient, [-]
d -diameter of particle, [-]
h –convection heat transfer coefficient, [Wm-2K-1]
k -heat transfer coefficient of the fluid, [Wm-2K-1]
Yi –volume concentration of i, [-]

ρp –density of particle, [kgm-3]
μ –molar viscosity of the fluid, [Pas]
σ –the steven-Boltzmann constast, [-]
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